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Quantum tunneling in Reissner–Nordström geometry is studied and the tunneling rate is determined. A possible scenario for cosmic inflation, followed by reheating phases and subsequent radiation-domination expansion, is proposed.
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In 1971, Hawking suggested\(^1\) that there may be a very large number of gravitationally collapsed charged objects of very low masses, formed as a result of fluctuations in the early Universe. A mass of \(10^{14}\) kg of these objects could be accumulated at the centre of a star like the Sun. The masses of these collapsed objects are from \(10^{-8}\) kg and above and their charges are up to \(\pm 30\) electron units.\(^1\)

Tracing the evolution of such objects, we propose a mechanism that accounts for the cosmic inflation, takes us into a period of reheating phases, and, finally, into the expansion of a radiation-dominated Universe. In a nutshell, the inflation mechanism is based on the accumulative effects of Coulomb repulsion at very short range, initially completely “cocooned” by Reissner–Nordström gravitational effects and subsequently unleashed by quantum tunneling.

Consider the Reissner–Nordström geometry\(^2,3\) in Boyer–Lindquist coordinates:\(^4\)

\[
ds^2 = - \frac{\Delta}{r^2} dt^2 + \frac{r^2}{\Delta} dr^2 + r^2 d\theta^2 + r^2 \sin^2 \theta \, d\phi^2 .
\]

(1)

where: \(\Delta = r^2 - 2Mr + Q^2\), \(M\) is the mass of the centre, and \(Q\) — the charge of the centre. We will be interested in the case of a naked singularity only, namely: \(|Q| > M\).

The radial motion of an ultra-relativistic test particle of mass \(m\) and charge \(q\) in Reissner–Nordström geometry can be modeled by an effective one-dimensional motion of a particle in non-relativistic mechanics with the following equation of motion\(^5–7\) (see also\(^8\) for Schwarzschild geometry):

\[
\frac{r^2}{2} + U(r) = \frac{e^2 - 1}{2} ,
\]

(2)
where
\[ U(r) = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 - \frac{q^2}{m^2} \right) \frac{Q^2}{r^2} - \left( 1 - \frac{q}{m} \frac{Q}{M} \epsilon \right) \frac{M}{r} = -\frac{a}{r^2} + \frac{b}{r} \] (3)

is the effective non-relativistic one-dimensional potential per unit mass, \( E = (\epsilon^2 - 1)/2 \) is the specific energy of the effective one-dimensional motion, and \( \epsilon = kT/m + 1 \) is the specific energy of the three-dimensional relativistic motion. In equation (3), the constant \( a = -Q^2(1 - q^2/m^2)/2 \) is positive in view of the very high charge-to-mass ratio \( q/m \) for all charged elementary particles and the parameter \( b = -M[1 - (qQ\epsilon)/(mM)] \) depends on the temperature via \( \epsilon \). Motion is allowed only when the kinetic energy is real. Equation (2) determines the region \((r_-, r_+)\) within which classical motion is impossible. The turning radii are given by:

\[ r_{\pm} = \frac{M}{\epsilon^2 - 1} \left[ \sqrt{\frac{\epsilon}{m} \frac{Q}{M} - 1} \right] \pm \frac{\sqrt{(\epsilon \frac{q}{m} \frac{Q}{M} - 1)^2 - (1 - \epsilon^2)(1 - \frac{q^2}{m^2} \frac{Q^2}{M^2})}}{\epsilon^2 - 1}. \] (4)

There is no inner turning radius \( r_- \) for particles of specific charge \( q/m \) such that \( \text{sign}(Q)q/m < 1 \). For particles such that \( \text{sign}(Q)q/m < -1 \), there is neither inner turning radius, nor outer turning radius.\(^5\)\(^\sim7\) Such particles will fly unopposed into the centre. Barrier with two turning radii is present only for particles for which \( \text{sign}(Q)q/m \geq 1 \). We will consider only such particles. Thus the parameter \( b \) will be taken as positive. There is no classical analogue of this effect: a charged centre being able to capture particles of the same charge within the inner turning radius \( r_- \), despite of the Coulomb repulsion. We make the following assumption: the pre-inflationary Universe is an ideal quantum gas in thermal equilibrium with constant volume densities of the positive and the negative charges. Under minute density fluctuation in the volume density of one type of charges at some point, the domain of all other like charges within radius \( r_- \) are trapped gravitationally into a cluster. We will call this domain a daemon (for dark electric matter object). There will be no charges of this type between \( r_- \) and \( r_+ \), while charges of this type on the outside of \( r_+ \) would be strongly repelled. As a result, the pre-inflationary Universe nucleates into such domains (daemons). Domains of different charge can, obviously, overlap: an oppositely charged particle, approaching a daemon, will not experience turning radii, will fly into the daemon and freely interact with the particles in it. As our aim is to give a qualitative description, we also assume that \( m \) is the typical mass of an elementary particle, while \( q \) is its typical charge.

It should be noted that when both turning radii are present, they are always real, that is, that they are real for any value of \( \epsilon \) (or any temperature). The discriminant \( 4Q^2/M^2(1 - q^2/m^2)(Q^2/M^2 - 1) \) of the quadratic expression in \( \epsilon \) under the root must then be negative and, indeed, it always is — for all charged elementary particles, \( q/m \gg 1 \). Also, an arbitrary accumulation of elementary particles of like charge, trapped by the Reissner–Nordström field, necessarily leads to \( |Q| > M \). A daemon is, therefore, a naked singularity.

We now turn to the study of quantum tunneling of trapped particles through the classically forbidden region between the two turning radii \( r_\pm \). The Schrödinger equa-
tion of one-dimensional motion along the r-axis in potential (3) is: \( \psi''(r) + (Ar^{-2} - Br^{-1})\psi(r) = -(2mE/h^2)\psi(r) \), where \( A = (2m/h^2)a = -mQ^2(1 - q^2/m^2)/h^2 = \text{const} > 0 \) and \( B = (2m/h^2)b = -2mM[1 - (Q\epsilon)/(mM)]/h^2 > 0 \).

We are interested in the continuum of scattering states \((E > 0)\). Using the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation method (see,\textsuperscript{9} for example), we will determine the transmission coefficient for tunneling through the classically forbidden region between the two turning radii \( r_{\pm} \). The picture is very similar to the Gamow theory of alpha-decay (see\textsuperscript{9} again).

The Schrödinger equation can be re-written as \( \psi''(r) = -(p^2/h^2)\psi(r) \) where \( p(r) = \sqrt{2m[E - U(r)]} \) is the classical momentum of a particle with energy \( E \) moving in potential \( U(r) \) (with \( E > U(r) \), so that \( p(r) \) is real). For tunneling through a potential barrier (namely, across the classically forbidden region between the two turning radii \( r_{\pm} \)), the WKB-approximated wave function is given by:

\[
\psi(r) \simeq \frac{D}{|p(r)|} e^{\frac{\pm i}{\hbar} \int_{r_-}^{r_+} |p(r)| dr},
\]

where \( D = \text{const} \) and \( |p(r)| = \sqrt{2m[U(r) - E]} \).

The amplitude of the transmitted wave, relative to the amplitude of the incident wave, is diminished by the factor \( e^{2\gamma} \), where

\[
\gamma = \frac{1}{h} \int_{r_-}^{r_+} |p(r)| dr = -\frac{\pi}{\hbar} \sqrt{\frac{m}{q}} |Q| \left( \sqrt{\frac{q^2}{m^2}} - 1 \right) + \frac{\pi}{\hbar} \sqrt{\frac{m}{q}} M \frac{e^{\frac{q}{m} \frac{q}{\hbar} - 1}}{\sqrt{\epsilon^2 - 1}}.
\]

The tunneling probability \( P \) is proportional to the Gamow factor \( e^{-2\gamma} \).\textsuperscript{9}

With the drop of the temperature (that is, when \( \epsilon \) starts falling from \( \infty \) towards \( 1 \)), the inner turning radius \( r_- \) tends to a finite value, while the outer turning radius \( r_+ \) tends to infinity. The width of the forbidden classical region, \( \delta = r_+ - r_- \), also tends to infinity in the limit \( \epsilon \to 1 \): In the very early Universe, at extremely high temperatures (regime \( \epsilon \gg 1 \)), the two turning radii are approximated by \( r_{\pm} = (qQ \pm m|Q|)/(kT) \) and \( \gamma \) is not temperature-sensitive:

\[
\gamma|_{\epsilon \gg 1} = -(\pi/\hbar) \sqrt{\frac{m}{q}} |Q| (q^2/m^2 - 1)^{1/2} + (\pi qQ)/(\hbar \sqrt{m}).
\]

As the emitted particles have charge with the same sign as that of the daemon, the absolute value \( |Q| \) of the total charge of the daemon diminishes. The mass \( M \) of the daemon diminishes as well with each emission, but \( |Q|/M \approx \text{const} > 1 \) at all times. Note that we disregard the small effect of re-capture of ejectiles on the rate of decrease of \( |Q| \) and \( M \).

We next expand the first term on the right-hand-side of the last equation up to first order over the small parameter \( m/q \). This gives the probability for tunneling \( P \) as proportional to \( \exp[-(\pi/\hbar)m\sqrt{m}|Q|/|q|] \) in the very early Universe (regime \( \epsilon \gg 1 \) and growing exponentially with the decrease of \( |Q| \). Over (dimensionless) time \( dt \), the charge of the daemon will decrease by the amount \( d|Q| \) proportional to \(-Pdt\) and, therefore, in the very early Universe, \( |Q(t)| \simeq \ln(C - t) \), where \( C = \text{const} \) and \( t \) is dimensionless time. This gives \( P(t) \simeq 1/(C - t) \). In alpha-decay, the daughter nucleus recoils after the emission. In view of the analogies between alpha-decay
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daemons become fully depleted (bound states inside the daemons should also not be forgotten). In other words, when the temperature $T$ drops sufficiently and the second term in expression (6) for $\gamma$, namely $(\pi/\hbar)M \sqrt{\epsilon qQ/(mM)} - 1)(\epsilon^2 - 1)^{-1/2}$, takes control, a break is put on the tunneling (the lower limit of this term is $(\pi/\hbar)qQ/\sqrt{m}$ when $\epsilon \gg 1$). As the probability for tunneling is brought down very rapidly towards 0 and particles are no longer ejected by the daemons, the medium outside the daemons is no longer cooled by the tunneling process. Without quantum tunneling, the charges of the daemons remain practically constant. However, the temperature of the outside fraction of the Universe continues to drop after the rapid accelerated expansion as a different expansion mechanism has naturally taken over. This is the recently proposed Reissner–Nordström expansion mechanism\textsuperscript{5,6} with constant charges of daemons, the Universe continues to cool: $T \simeq t^{-1/2}$, and expand: $a \simeq t^{1/2}$. This is the start of the radiation dominated epoch. It is also characterized as the beginning of a supercooling phase. At the end of the inflation, the daemons are still much hotter than the outside fraction of the Universe. A daemon will now cool not through quantum tunneling, but through interaction with the particles of oppositely charged daemons, which, in turn interact with the particles outside the original daemon. In view of the low densities, this does not happen as fast as the Universe expands. Eventually, the temperature of the daemons and the temperature of the “free” fraction of the Universe will equalize and, in result, the Universe will have reheated, but not enough to reignite the inflation (as the daemon temperature now is lower than the one at the end of the inflation and quantum tunneling cannot start). During the reheating, the scale factor $a(t)$ of the Universe does not decrease as there is no mechanism to draw particles, blown away by the growth of the daemons’ outer radii, back towards the daemons: the decrease in the outer turning radius $r_+$ of a daemon simply means that particles of the outer fraction will penetrate deeper and deeper into the repulsive field of the daemons. The Universe then enters into another supercooling phase followed by another reheating. This process is repeated until daemons cool down to the temperature of the surrounding fraction and cannot re-ignite further reheatings. Then the temperature drop will simply follow $T \simeq t^{-1/2}$ and the expansion will be at the rate of $\sqrt{t}$.
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